A BRIDGE
IN THE DISTRICT OF MAINE.

Over York River, about a mile from the sea, was built, in the year one thousand seven hundred and sixty one, a Bridge two hundred and seventy feet long by twenty-five feet wide, exclusive of the wharfs at each end, which reach to the channel. The Bridge stands on thirteen piers, and was planned by Major Samuel Sewall. In the year one thousand seven hundred and ninety three, this Bridge was rebuilt on the original plan. The model of Charles-river Bridge was taken from this, and was built under the superintendance of the same gentleman. It has also served as the model of Malden and Beverly Bridges, and has been imitated even in Ireland, by those ingenious American Artists, Messieurs Cox and Thompson.

BRIDGES
IN NEW-HAMPSHIRE.

In Hanover, opposite Dartmouth College, is erected a Bridge with a single arc, two hundred and thirty feet chord. The abutments are built with stone, and the whole length of Bridge is four hundred